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CRIME BRANCH CIRCULAR NO. 0512021.

Division of cases in SR cases, priority Non -SR Cases and Non-

SR Cases.

At present all our cases are divided in two categories i.e. SR cases (Listed in PMR

Vol-ll, Appendix 3 as amended from time to time) and Non-SR cases. Last year

(2020), total 1,34,230 cases were registered. 12,212 of those cases were

categorised as SR cases. So over 90% of cases were Non SR cases.

The category of Non SR cases is thus very large. lt is therefore decided to divide it

into "Priority Non SR Cases" and "Non SR Cases" so as to prioritise limited

investigation and supervision resources.

Following guidelines are laid down about investigation & supervision for "S.R cases",

"Priority Non SR Cases" and "Non SR cases"

AII SR cases will be investigated by officers of the rank of sl or above. lf due to

absence of officers on a day, an ASI rank officer takes up investigation of an SR

case, such investigation should be handed over to an officer of sl or above rank

within 24 hours of registration of FlR. spl. Act cases (like lT Act or SC & ST POA Act)

will continue to be investigated by higher rank officers as prescribed'

SR Cases will be supervised by officer of rank of the Dy.SP or above, as already

prescribed. Addl. sP or SP should usually supervtse only SR cases.

Priority Non SR cases

(6) List of offences categorised as "Priority Non-SR Cases'will be published by Crime

Branch from time to time, with approval of DGP. However district SsP/DCsP or

Range DIG/lG/Cp can declare any specific Non-SR case as priority Non SR case.

(7) A separate register shall be maintained to enlist the priority Non-SR in the Crime

Section of Sp's Office till it is reflected as a separate category on CCTNS platform'



(10)

Once a case is treated as priority Non SR-.Report-l shall be generated in the same

nranner as in the case of SR. lntimatiorr shall go to the lO , the IIC' the SDPO and

s P and DlG. The filing of the reports can be facilitated by the ccTNS platform in

due course.

"Priority Non-SR Cases" will usually tre investigated by officer of rank of Sl and

above.

,,Priority Non-sR cases" will usually be supervised, either by an officer of rank of

Dy SP or lnspector. However, sP can entrust a priority Non SR case to an Addl' sP'

if such case ts verY comPlex.

(14) Para 6 to

tirre list

Branch).

Non-SR Cases

(11) Addl. SP/ASP/Dy.SP/ACP/ADCP in HQ will not supervise 
..Non-SR Cases,, unless

entrusted by sp/DCp of police district (Addl. sP/ADCP can',t entrust such Non-SR

Cases to other officers).

(12)SDPOcansuperviseNonSRcasesonlyifallsRandPriorityNonSRCasesofthe

Sub-Divrsion are supervised and he/she is unable to meet his / her monthly quota of

suPerviston

(13) llc will supervise "Non SR Cases" only if all "Priority Non-SR Cases" of the PS has

been suPervised.

1.1 0f this circular will come rnto effect from 27\n December, 2021

of ,,Priority Non-SR" cases would be compiled and published

Other paragraphs take immbdiate effect'
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, All District SsplDCsp,Cuttact</Bhubaneswar/SsRP.Cuttack/Rourkela'

r ADGP,Railways lAll Range lsGP & DIsGP for tnformation & necessary

action.
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